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Abstract
The problem of empty container repositioning has been more and more serious
and attracted much eyes and efforts to study on it.

As one of the victims in the

shipping industry, container leasing companies have been aware of the importance of
solving such problem, but lacking the theoretical support and useful experience.
Depending on that, this paper will combine the real situation that container leasing
company facing and the main idea of Markov Decision Process, and use the Excel
tool to simulate a proper model on the empty container repositioning from the
container leasing company’s point of view, finally to find the optimum solution and
instinct regulation of such problem, hoping that it will make some senses for the
container leasing company.
In details, through the model, the user could find out the following results, they are:
a) Under the condition of meeting the stochastic empty container demand as much
as it can, how many empty containers to be well-prepared are reasonable at any
source at any decision period?
b) What is the optimum repositioning solution at any source at any decision moment?
That is, what is the activity made at the decision moment for a specific source
such as whether to outbound or inbound and how many?
c) How much cost is caused by empty container allocation at any source at any
decision period?
d) How many containers and how much cost of shortage, redundancy, replenishment
and lost at any source at any decision period?
e) How much is the total system cost?

Key words: empty container repositioning, Markov Decision Process, EXCEL
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background and significance of the study
Since international container transportation mode came into being at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, such industry has been developing for a long
time stably. Nowadays, international container transportation has already been one
of the most imperative modes for international trade, and also been more mature and
complete after speedy development during recent years.

Acting as the derived

service of sea-borne trade, with the global economy and international trade’s growing
up, the total amount of container transportation increased rapidly.

In the Clarkson’s

estimate ( The authoritative British consultant company in ship building industry ),
the amount of worldwide full container vessels’ output will surpass ten million TEUs
in 2007, reaching 10,720,000 TEUs, round 1,300,000 TEUs more than last year with
14% increasing.

Otherwise, according to the prediction from the Drewry ( The

authoritative British consultant company in shipping industry ), the trend of rapid
developing in shipping industry will keep constant in 2007 and the amount of
containers shipped by sea will hit the level of 0.14 billion TEUs with 10% more than
last year.
However, during the flow of container transportation in the world, empty
container repositioning problem often happens, and becomes more and more serious
due to the fast development of container transportation.

Empty container

repositioning means the transport process to shift the empty container from the
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source lacking in the needs of container utilization to where it has.

This process

could happen at the stage on sea or in inland.
There is a humorous imagery prevailing in China that, if somebody sums up the
total amount of container cargos depending on the type, the most one is beyond our
imagination. It is not clothing, household appliances, daily durable commodities or
other products, but the air it is.

This is true in spite of a little ironical.

Sourcing

from the report on January 27th, 2007 of 《 Da Gong 》 newspaper that there were
two vital ports in the west coast of U.S. The Los Angeles Port’s container output
increased 13.2% in 2006, reaching 8,470,000 TEUs, and to our surprise, the amount
of empty container there shared round 30% of it, more than 2,550,000 TEUs.
Another one was the Long Bench Port. It had 2,280,000 TEUs empty containers to
handle with, 31% sharing of the total 7,290,000 TEUs outputs. In China, such
problem exists as well. According to 《 China Shipping Development Report of
2004 》, the ten ports of the most container output are all haunted by the problem of
imbalance in import and export full containers.

For instance, the ratio on import

dividing export of Shanghai Port is 3 to 5, that of Shenzhen Port is 5 to 7, and
Xiamen Port’s is even 1 to 3.
Empty container repositioning problem not only exists in the port industry, but
also dwells on the shipping companies. It is recognized that among all worldwide
containers circulating by sea, about 20% amounts are the empty containers.

That

means, there was 2,520,000 TEUs amount of empty containers flowing in 2006, and
based on the average empty container allocation cost of 288 dollars per TEU
( Drewry 2002 summary ), shipping companies had to spend 0.73 billion dollars to
deal with such problem.
It is undoubted that empty container repositioning will cause many problems.
It not only covers huge amount of production resource of port and becomes one of
the port congestion reasons, but also acts as development bottleneck to increase the
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burden of operation cost and influences the profit for shipping companies.
Therefore, more and more scholars and practitioners are paying attention on such
issue, including shipping company, port corporation, container leasing company etc.
They all spare no effort to find a effective way to solve such problem, so as to
decrease the influence of empty container repositioning problem.
While there is much studies and experience about empty container management
from the shipping company’s and port operator’s point of view, comparatively little
has been done on this subject in relation to the container leasing company.
However, the problem container leasing companies facing with is serious as well. It
is said that the container leasing companies have 9,755,000 TEUs containers in 2005,
holding 45% of the total amount.

Among such quantity, taking about 60% share for

long leasing purpose out of consideration, the rest 3,900,000 TEUs containers are
making troubles.

Because acting as the spot leasing or short-term leasing ways to

cope with the sudden imbalance ( seasonal needs ) and instinct imbalance
( America-Asia route ) from shipping companies, these leasing containers have the
specifications of short leasing period, high leasing frequency, returning site where is
lack in leasing needs etc.

In other word, these leasing containers will probably

cause the empty container allocation activities and require container leasing
companies to handle with by their own. According to Drewry’s statistics in 2002, the
flow of empty containers kept sharing 21% to 22% of the whole number of leasing
containers for twenty years, and the trend would stay constant.

It is no secret that to

solve the empty container repositioning problem is a big challenge for container
leasing companies.

They have to adjust their worldwide container transport

network in a optimum way on confirming to meet customer’s requirements. On the
other hand, with the thoughts of contemporary logistics and global supply chain
management accepted and prevailing, container leasing companies are trying to
expand their business range to provide not only the traditional container leasing
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service but also some derived value-added services such as the container
management and consultant, solutions selection and cooperation with shipping
companies based on win-win situation.

Hence, to study the empty container

repositioning problem from the point of container leasing company is very useful and
interesting.

1.2 Review of the related studies and researches from domestic and abroad
Today, it is undoubted that empty container management has been more and
more eye-catching in shipping industry and other relative industries.

Since

containerization revolution took source, people are devoted much time and efforts,
trying to solve the complex systematical problem from many aspects, and some
literature can be retrospect to decade years ago.
Florez (1986) analysis can be regarded one of the earliest studies in the empty
container allocation problem, and he presents a profit optimization model for the
problem of empty container repositioning and leasing for ocean-going ships. He
discusses the sensitivity of the model to the length of the planning horizon, and finds
that the solution of the case study is affected little by the changes in the length of
planning horizon.

However, he notes that this conclusion cannot be generalized to

other cases because the determination of an adequate planning horizon depends on
the concentration of activities in the network under consideration.
Crainic et al. (1993) are also the earlier scholars who investigate into the empty
container allocation problem, and they propose dynamic and stochastic models for
empty container allocation and distribution between a land transportation system and
international maritime shipping network.

First, they identify the basic structure and

main characteristics of the land distribution and transportation system.

Then, they

offer a general modeling framework for this class of problem by means of
introduction two dynamic deterministic formulations for the single and
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multi-commodity cases respectively. In the end, the authors provide a mathematical
formulation for handling the uncertainty of demand and supply data in single
commodity case.

However, the authors do not present any experimental results

with the usage of their model and formulations. Meanwhile, they do not consider the
leasing-in/off-leasing problems and the exchange of empty containers.

So, the

study, which being regarded as the basic theory, are referred and extended by many
later research and studies.
Cheung and Chen (1998) present a two-stage stochastic network model to
formulate the empty containers allocation problem.

And by taking advantage of

network structure, they show how a stochastic quasi-gradient method and a
stochastic hybrid approximation procedure can be applied to solve the problem.
Furthermore, they develop several implementation of methods mentioned and
compare their effectiveness through numerical tests.

Then, they find that the

two-stage stochastic model works better than the two-stage deterministic model
mostly.

But, as the authors say, they assume all the random parameters (like

demand, supply, ship capacity etc.) in stage two are realized at once, this is
impractical in real-life. However, this two-stage stochastic network model has been
very valuable, and if the real-time information is taken into consideration, the
applicability of the methods in practice will be very high.
Lopez (2003) is devoted to the analysis on ocean carriers’ organizational
choices to reposition their empty containers, especially in USA.

He compares the

four options to relocate empty containers from several aspects such as the
characteristics of service, the production and transaction cost, the governance
structure etc.

Then, he concludes that the spot contract with road companies and

the rigid relation with rail companies are two organizations that provide no
mechanism to control and to adjust the reposition transactions, but subcontracting
with road companies and contracting with IMCs are two governance structures that
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ensure to ocean carriers that their providers will achieve their commitments even if
they have to face some transaction costs. And at the meantime of ocean carriers
wanting to reduce the production costs related to the reposition of empty containers
activity, they should also take into account of the nature and characteristics of the
transaction and the organization they use to frame it.

However, this paper wholly

comments in USA situation like IMCs BNSF HLX etc., and there is no talking about
the method ocean carriers can use to frame their transaction so as to adopt the
mechanisms that will allow them to obtain a good quality service by decreasing their
production as well as their transaction costs.
Jula et al. (2004) pay more attention on the port congestion when taking account
of the empty container problem.

They study the empty container movements in the

Los Angeles and Long Beach port area, then model the dynamic empty container
reuse analytically and develop an optimization technique to reduce port congestion.
In details, two methodologies are implicated when looking into the empty container
reuse, they are street-turn and depot-direct.

And after doing some experiments and

calculations, they find that when time is critical, empty reuse is shifted towards
depot-direct, because the waiting time is minimal.

On the other hand, when

traveling cost and traffic congestion are the vital factors, street-turn methodology
gives the better match between supply and demand of empties.

However, the paper

has its limitation because all of the comment is dwelt on the LA/LB port area, and
the authors do not present any common conclusion and suggestion. If other ports
want to make some sense based on the paper, they have to pick up the points and
adjust much.
Li et al. (2004) try to solve the empty container allocation problem from other
aspect.

They consider one port containerization problem as a nonstandard

inventory problem with positive and negative demands under a general
holding-penalty cost function and one-time period delay availability for full
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containers which are just arriving at the port. After investigating the finite-horizon
and discounted infinite-horizon problems, they find that there exists an optimal pair
of critical policies (U, D), that is to import empty containers up to U when the
number of empty containers in the port is less than U, or to export the empty
containers down to D when the number of empty containers is more than D.
Furthermore, the result is extended to the average criterion model case, which is the
average infinite-horizon case with truncates state space. However, this paper is
presented on the basis of one port situation. Then, Li et al. (2006) extend the
optimal pair of critical policies (U, D) to multi-port case.

This allocation problem is

formulated and a heuristic method is designed according to that the average cost
using (U, D) policy at one port is convex in u and d. But as the authors say, inland
transportation and the combination between inland and global line are not taken into
account in this paper, and more efficient allocation methods should be focus on to
solve these problems.
In addition, there are plenty of articles and journals illustrate something about
the empty container repositioning problem in theory or practice basis. Like Xu, J.
H., ( 1998 ) , Wang ( 1999 ) , Liu ( 2001 ) , Nie ( 2004 ) , Wang and Zhou ( 2005 )
etc. , they all talk about the reasons of empty container come into being, the approach
or the strategy to cope with the empty container repositioning problem in a simple
way. Also, Wu and Yan (1998) present the calculation method of the container
allocation cost.

They classify the type of related cost and create the balance

coefficient, say λ. Then they are using the contribution value to calculate the results.
However, the author does not make any practical example.

Xu, H. J.,( 2003 ) looks

into the relation between the shipping company and the container leasing company.
He addresses the strategy of leasing container, the way of negotiation on leasing
agreement and evaluation of the leasing company.

As well , Xu, B. N.,( 2003 )

illustrates some latest techniques to deal with the empty container repositioning
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problem, such as the folded container, container equipped liquid bag, Greybox
software from Transamerica Leasing, and InterBox from LAS Corp. etc.
However, while there is much literature about empty container management
from the shipping company’s and port operator’s point of view, comparatively little
has been written on this subject in relation to the container leasing company.
Dupin, (2002) give a brief introduction of some box-leasing companies
expanding beyond their traditional services in real life practice.

In order to meet the

ocean carriers’ demand of offering more value-added services to shippers in the form
of door-to-door transportation, box-leasing companies provide a variety of
management, consulting and software products to help shipping companies manage
their container fleets.

For example, the Port Pair Modeling software from Greybox

can offer various “what if” scenarios for certain transport or the Greyslot can help to
charter full or partial container ships to reposition carrier and lessor equipment and
so on.

In additional, Wu (1997) simply gives a general description of the main

seventeen box-leasing companies in the world.

And Shen (1996) illustrates the

modes of container leasing and the approach how to choose.

As well, Bian (1997)

briefly introduces the container leasing contract and the main terms.

Then, Jia

(2006) analyze the current situation of container leasing industry, and he address that
the booming of container purchasing and leasing is passed and box-leasing should be
aware of this and take care.

But there has hardly no literature commenting on the

container leasing company to deal with the problem of empty container repositioning
in details.

1.3 Approach and structure of this paper
The paper will combine the real situation of container leasing company which
mainly focusing on the spot leasing and short-term leasing containers with the main
idea of Markov Decision Process, then to use the Excel tool to simulate a optimum
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model on the empty container repositioning for the container leasing company,
finally to find the optimum solution and instinct rules of such problem, offering to
container leasing company.
In chapter one, it will give a brief introduction of the background and
importance of the study, as well as to review of the related studies and researches
from domestic and abroad.

In chapter two, recent situation of container leasing

industry and its reasons as well as characteristics of empty container repositioning
problem will be discussed.

Then chapter three is the most important.

It will

illustrate the whole establishing process of the simulation model of empty container
repositioning of container leasing company. In chapter four, the implication of the
simulation model will be discussed and then work out some results.

The final

chapter will give the conclusions and mention some further research directions.
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Chapter 2 Analysis on the situation, characteristics
and relative issues of empty container repositioning
for container leasing company
2.1 Brief introduction of the recent situation of container leasing industry
As we all known, container leasing industry are developed in the following of
the international container transportation.

In the 1960’s, there was only 10,000

TEUs leasing containers available, covering 10% of the total containers shipping
companies have.

Ten years later, under the background of fast developing of

container transportation and production as well as deeply promotion of container
standardization process, some giant consortiums began to entry this industry, such as
the Transamerica Leasing Co., Ltd founded by Transamerica Consortium, or Genstar
Leasing Co., Ltd under GE’s control.

Form then on, container leasing industry went

into high-speed development stage.

Nowadays, this industry is more mature and

complete than used to be.

In the containers available all over the world, the

container number of the leasing companies has always shares 46%—49% stably.
At the same time, the industry structure has already been clear. According to the
three years’ summary ( 1999—2001 ) from 《 The analysis of international container
market 》, the biggest fifteen container leasing companies like Transamerica and
Genstar are strongly controlling about 95% of the leasing containers. Thus, it is
undoubted that the container leasing industry has been in the stage of smooth
favorable development with consolidated market structure and the bright future.
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2.2 Illustration of the container leasing modes
Before discussing on the specific empty container repositioning problem, I want
to illustrate some relevant knowledge of container leasing issue, so as to give some
supports for the following chapters.
It is no secret that container leasing modes are designed mainly depends on the
needs of shipping companies. Hence, in order to meet the various flexible and
unpredictable requirements from shipping companies, container leasing modes are
usually different.

Generally, the modes are determined through case by case

approach between shipping company and leasing company so as to achieve win-win
result.
The several main leasing modes ( Shen, 1996, pp.31-33 ) are as follows, they
are:
2.2.1 Long-term Leasing
Long-term leasing mode is a comparatively longer contract period leasing mode,
usually three to five years. Currently, there is round 60% shares of the long-term
mode in all leasing containers in the world.

Such mode can also be divided into

three sub-modes depending on the ownership belonging when the leasing time is
over. The lease purchase mode is a mode that the lessor sells the relative containers
to the lessee on certain price when the leasing time is over. Differently, the lease
with actual period mode is a mode without the leasing container ownership changing.
And the lease purchase with option mode is a mode between two modes above. The
lessee can choose to buy or not when the leasing time is over.
It is undoubted that long-term leasing mode is a beneficial and less risk one for
container leasing companies.

They can gain the stable rental income during the

leasing period, and to decrease the possibility of being attacked from the market
fluctuate. At the same time, they can save much efforts and cost from empty
container repositioning activity due to less empty movements.
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2.2.2 Spot Leasing
Spot leasing means a short-term agreement made by the lessee with the lessor
depending on the lessee’s own conditions such as container using period, the source
to use, the type to use, the return time and source etc,.

Such leasing mode has no

prepare arrangement, once the offer from lessee is accepted, the contract will be
made.

Due to the contract terms and conditions are determined by two parties’

market prediction and some relevant factors, the rental ratio is totally determined by
the relation between supply and demand.
Spot leasing can be divided into two sub-modes.
round way leasing.

The one way leasing and the

The one way leasing is a traditional leasing mode that leasing

container will flow from the cargo-loading source to the cargo-discharging source for
only one time.

Such mode is usually used under the condition of some imbalance

cargo flow shipping routes.

Hence, leasing containers under such mode will cause

the container leasing companies the imbalance of containers layout, that is to say,
there are redundant containers in some sources as well as some sources are lacking in
containers . So commonly, container leasing companies will request high rental
income from shipping companies in order to compensate the empty container
allocation cost and the maintenance or repair cost. Another mode is the round way
leasing, it means the container flows round and commutes with two sources.

This is

a favorable mode for the container leasing companies because it could solve the
problems like market depression and container imbalance efficiently, and decrease
the heavy burden of empty container allocation.
2.2.3 Master Leasing
Master leasing is a very flexible leasing mode.

It means during the period of

container leasing contract, the lessee could use and return the lessor’s containers at
any time between several appointed sources.

Apparently, such mode combines the

characteristics of the long-term leasing and the spot leasing.
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It is favorable for

shipping companies, because they enjoy a flexible operation right and have a stable
rental payment. They could return some unusable containers to the lessor and rent
some empty containers from the lessor at their will according to the real-life situation.
However, for container leasing companies, this mode will bring them much market
risk.

So, they will usually ask higher rental ratio as well as to add some special

terms and conditions into the contract to decrease the influence from such mode. The
main terms are “Early Termination Clause”, “Least Leasing Period”, “Return Source
and Limitation Term” and so on.
2.2.4 Sale and Leaseback
Sale and leaseback mode is newer one for international container leasing
industry. It means taking the issues like fund shortage and container cost decreasing
etc, into consideration, the lessor make arrangement with the lessee, to buy part of or
full new containers from him, then leasing such containers back to the lessee
according to the arrangement on the long-term leasing basis. This mode is a mutual
benefit to both parties. The shipping companies could raise more fund to invest into
enlarging the ship fleets or other areas, and to gain some empty containers to where
needs them.

At the same time, the container leasing companies could increase the

number of own containers, to gain economy of scale effect and the stable rental
income.
From discussion above, we can find that as the derived service of the
international container transportation, container leasing mode selection will put a
tremendous influence on the container leasing companies. And the spot leasing and
master leasing modes can be regarded as the main causes of empty container
repositioning problem for container leasing company. Hence, this paper will mainly
focus on the optimum solution finding to solve the empty container repositioning
problem caused by the leasing containers under the spot leasing and master leasing
modes from the sudden and instinct imbalance of cargo flow.
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2.3 The analysis on the reasons of empty container repositioning problem and
some solutions of container leasing company
2.3.1 Reasons
Generally speaking, the main customer of container leasing companies is the
shipping companies, so if we want to analysis the causes of empty container
repositioning of container leasing companies, we should study the causes from
shipping companies at first and discuss the instinct relation between these two
parties.
There are some subjective reasons ( Xu, 1998, pp.5-8 ) as follows:
a) The imbalance quantity of import and export containers
Due to the difference of the industry structure and development speed among
countries in the world, the main container shipping lines and routes have the problem
of the imbalance quantity of import and export containers between two aiming ports
as the result of the imbalance flows and direction in the international trade. The
Asia/North America line and the Asia/Europe line are the classical examples.
Generally, the cargoes exported from Asia to North America and Europe are
labor-intensive commodities with low-value and huge quantity such as clothing, TV
sets etc,. But on the reverse direction, high-value small quantity capital-intensive
products will be transported like medical equipment, cars etc.

The imbalance

quantity of import and export containers must happen between these two lines, and
empty container allocation will follow then.

In order to relief such problem,

shipping companies often lease enough containers from leasing companies on a
short-term basis like spot leasing or master leasing, put them into the routes that are
imbalance to meet the demand.

When finishing the task, these leasing containers

will always be returned to leasing companies in the container redundant sources, so
container leasing companies have to deal with such empty containers repositioning
problem by their own.
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b) The imbalance type of import and export containers
The imbalance type of import and export containers is mainly caused by the
difference in category, essence and characteristics of the goods in international trade
or the material handling standard variety. For instance, some light commodities like
electric appliances or chemical products usually exported by Japan to Europe are
shipped in 40’ containers, but in the reverse direction, heavy commodities like foods,
paper pulp are shipped in 20’ containers.

So it is inevitable that the imbalance type

of import and export containers happens in this route.

Facing with such question,

shipping companies will use the similar approach mentioned above to renting some
containers on the short-term basis to reduce the influence of the imbalance. As a
result, container leasing companies have to cope with such type unharmonious
problem by their own.
c) Sources’ seasonal change and sudden change
Container needs are usually close with the cargo sources. When some source
of cargo source have plenty of goods to transport in a short time, which means the
container needs come into being in a sudden way.

If the shipping companies have

not enough containers to meet such needs, they always replenish the transport
capability by leasing containers from outside.

For example, one month before

western countries’ Christmas Day, cargoes exported to there will be increased
dramatically, and container needs will also reach the summit.

Another example is

that during April every year, containers needs of Australia ports will increase
tremendously because the huge amount of wool goods will be produced and exported
at the same time.

Besides these conditions, some other factors like war, trade

conflict, and policy will cause the seasonal or sudden change of cargo sources, and
container leasing companies have to face with the empty container allocation caused
by seasonal and sudden change of container needs.
There are some objective reasons as well, they are:
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d) The limitation of container management
A container leasing company needs to establish a worldwide container flow
network to handle the leasing business. Thus, many complex management and
operation problems involved should be taken into consideration. If the company
lacks complete and advanced management information system and has a poor
container management level, serious problems will take source such as document
mistake, container unsmooth transit, information transfer slowly etc, and finally
influence the container leasing company’s efficiency.
e) Disobey of the arrangement
In the leasing arrangement, there are some terms and conditions leasing
company designed for decreasing the influence of the empty container repositioning
problem such as “Early Termination Clause”, “Least Leasing Period”, “Return
Source and Limitation Term”.

However, if the shipping companies disobey the

arrangement and return many containers in the redundant sources, container leasing
companies have to deal with the empty container allocation work.

In real life, this

situation often happens, especially in the condition of seasonal imbalance or sudden
imbalance flow of cargoes. As the favorable part, shipping companies always breach
the contract and leave the empty container repositioning problem to the leasing
companies.
f)

The difference of container repair cost and repair standard
Acting as the owner of huge amount of containers, container repairing and

maintenance are two vital things for leasing companies to do. Thinking of economy
and quality, containers are usually shifted to some low cost sources or some high
repair quality sources to finish the task. Hence, some empty containers have to be
allocated for this reason.
2.3.2 Solutions
Here are some latest methods and techniques to deal with the empty container
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repositioning problem, they are:
a) The cooperation between the leasing company and shipping company
Recently, with the thought of contemporary logistics and global supply chain
management accepted and prevailing, container leasing companies are trying to
expand their business range to provide not only the traditional container leasing
service but also some derived value-added services such as the container
management and consultant, solutions selection and cooperation with shipping
companies based on win-win situation.

A classical example is Transamerica leasing

company’s container management and allocation solution based on the “Greybox”
system.

This system integrates and shares information both from the shipping

companies and the leasing companies, and provides several “what if” choices with
related cost, route and other factors to the shipping companies.

Otherwise, this

system can help shipping companies and leasing companies to make good avail of
the vacant spaces or rent other spaces to allocate empty containers. Also, this
system can assist shipping companies to deploy cargoes for its extra containers and
pursuit the flow of such containers.

It is apparent that the cooperation between

these two companies can reduce the empty container repositioning influence
efficiently and gain the mutual benefits on a win-win situation.
b) Speeding up the container circulation
In the process of container flow, many factors will affect the speed of container
circulation. If we strengthen the management capability of container assembling
and distribution, and decrease the container in-transit time by increasing the
efficiency of the activities like container handing , storing , moving etc. on the sites,
container circulation could be speed up greatly, and unreasonable movements of
empty container will be reduced as well as more container will be available.
c) Container leasing arrangement
It mentioned before that there are many terms and conditions of container
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leasing arrangement designed for decreasing the influence of the empty container
repositioning problem.

These terms can to some extend protect the container

leasing company’s benefits or make some compensations for them.

In general

situations, they are very effective.
d) Purchasing new containers
On a comparatively low level of purchase price, to buy needed numbers of new
containers can be an effective way to cope with the empty container repositioning
problem.

Even there are less needs of containers using, the container leasing

companies could rent these containers to other companies as well, what is called
“The second owner”, to make some profit.
e) Price leverage
The container leasing companies could use the price leverage and provide
promotion or preference price to the shipping companies where they have redundant
containers. They can also make a favorable leasing contract to shipping companies,
encouraging them to lease on a long-term basis way or cooperate with each other for
a long time.
f)

New techniques and approaches ( Xu, 2003, pp.21-22 )
In recent several years, in order to reduce the empty container movements and

increase the efficiency of container utilization, practitioners in this field do a lot of
tries, and some feasible techniques and methods came true. For example, a new
type of container can be folded to one-third smaller than former size when cargo is
fully discharged from it.

Such containers can largely decrease the resource to

allocate them and relief the empty container repositioning problem to some extend.
Another example is the new type container with liquid bags in it.

Such container

enlarges the using range and reduces the empty container allocation possibility. At
the same time, some creative methods also make progress.

For instance, many

empty containers shipped from Europe and North America to Asia is loaded with
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recyclable materials. Such method can not only meet the recycle logistics needs,
but also make some compensation to leasing companies’ repositioning work.
Otherwise, on the so-called “one way line” routes such as Africa direction or Far East
Asia direction etc, we can use the older containers, because the return direction is not
considered.

When finishing the transport task, these containers can also be used as

small warehouses or houses.

So this method is reasonable.

2.4 The analysis of the characteristics of empty container allocation and the cost
structure in container leasing company
2.4.1 Characteristics of empty container allocation
a) Derived
Acting as a derived service of international container transportation, container
leasing business should obey the customs, rules and market changing of it.

So it

must keep contact with international container transportation of shipping company
and fully consider the container using needs, return requirements, container source
layout and market fluctuate etc, if we analysis the empty container repositioning
problem of container leasing company.
b) Stochastic
It is known that the shipping companies’ needs are uncertain, such as the
container using needs and return requirements, especially when the leasing mode is
spot leasing or master leasing.

Many influent factors are stochastic like time,

source, and quantity and so on.

Such characteristic will trouble container leasing

companies much, because there are plenty of unpredictable issues in empty container
repositioning problem.
c) Dynamic
In practice, the container using needs, the container return requirements and the
demand and supply come into being at random, even the sources of using and
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returning will change between each other in the follow of time passing.

For

example, when there is in busy season of container leasing, huge amount of container
using needs will be produced and such sources will become the empty container
needed ones, but after a period of time, the market goes down, the sources mentioned
above will probably become the empty container supplied ones because of the
redundant situation of empty containers. So the allocation activities are a dynamic
process.
d) Complicated
In the empty container allocation process, many parties involved should be
considered, including container leasing company, shipping company, port operator,
inland CY/CFS, Customs and inspection and so on. On the other hand, many
factors have to be think about during the flow of empty container, such as the
different mode of transport, the type of container and cargo, the various routes, the
charges etc,.

Hence, empty container repositioning problem is complicated and

troublesome.
e) Systematic
Empty container repositioning problem is a systematic one.

Many factors

should be taken into consideration, and among these factors, trade-off situations
often take source.

So we should regard the problem as a systematic issue, analysis

the whole container network system completely, try to balance these different
sections’ benefits and finally achieve the optimum solution and beneficial goal of the
system, rather than pursuit partial efficiency of benefits.
2.4.2 Cost structure
The cost structure of empty container repositioning problem can be described as
follows, they are:
a) Transit on sea, Generally speaking , container leasing companies have no
sea-born transport capability, so through the cooperation or contract with the
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shipping companies, they make avail of the vacant spaces to handle their empty
containers, and the freight charges are usually lower even equaling to zero if
there is a mutual benefits arrangement between shipping companies and leasing
companies.
b) Transit inland, including freight of road or rail, insurance fee, agent charge etc,.
c) In port, including inspection and quarantine fee, container stocking charge, port
dispersing charge, container handling charge, port additional charge and so on.
d) On inland sites, like container stocking charge, container handling charge,
loading and discharging fee, sealing charge etc,.
e) Containers self-issue, such as the depreciation fee, maintenance fee, recycle
charge etc.
f)

Others like purchasing cost, insurance fee, and agent fee and so on.
The following figure 1 clearly shows us the basic structure:
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charge etc,.

Chapter 3 The study on the simulation model of
empty container repositioning of container leasing
company
3.1 The brief introduction of the Markov Decision Process
During my establishing process of the simulation model of empty container
repositioning, I refer the main thoughts about the solo and multi-ports empty
container repositioning MDP model from former scholars ( Li et al.(2004), Li et
al.(2006), Zhao, D.(2005), Zhang, S.(2006))

Hence, I think it is necessary to give a

brief illustration of the Markov Decision Process.
Markov Decision Process (MDP in short form) is a theory to study on a type of
stochastic sequences decisions.

And the stochastic sequences decisions means the

decisions made at the point of a series or a continuous strategic time, that is decision
moment.

On each decision moment, decision-maker will choose and carry out a

decision from several choices based on that observing condition. After carrying out
such decision, the system will achieve a reward or expense depending on that
condition and selecting decision, and then put an influence to the next condition.
The entire decision process will go on like this until to the last one finishing.
Because the decision made at each decision moment will affect the next system
condition, changing direction and the following future, the aim of such decision
process is to find the whole system’s optimum result during the entire decision period
based on certain standard.

This is Markov Decision Process.
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Markov Decision Process has five main factors, they are:
a) Decision moment, means the time point of select a decision, using “T” to depict
the aggregation form of all decision moments.
b) System condition , means the description of system at each decision moment,
using “ S ” to depict the aggregation form of all system condition
c) Action, means the activity of select certain decision at a decision moment and
condition, using “A” to depict the aggregation form of all actions.
d) Transfer possibility and reward, to take an action at any decision moment and
any system condition, there will be two results left.

One is decision-maker will

win reward or expense based on certain standard, using “R” to depict the
aggregation form of all rewards.

The common standards are the discount

expected reward standard and average reward standard.

The other is the system

will transfer to the next new possible condition on the basis of certain possibility,
using “P” to depict the aggregation form of all possibilities.
Such quintuple form (T, S, A, P, R) is the Markov Decision Process (see Figure
2).

It is worth to mention that the transfer possibility and reward are influenced by

the current condition and action, and are irrelative to the passed records.
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Possible actions
like container repositioning or replenish etc,.

Former

Moment t-1

condition
like empty

Moment t

Current

Moment t+1

condition

container

Next
condition

holding No

Reward or expense
like lowest cost or best profit

Figure 2 Markov Decision Process Form

3.2 The main idea of this optimum model establishment
Mainly taking the spot leasing and master leasing into account, this paper will
combine the real situation of container leasing company and the main idea of Markov
Decision Process as well as the port MDP model, then use the Excel tool to simulate
a reasonable and useful model of the empty container repositioning for the container
leasing company, finally to find the optimum solution and instinct rules of such
problem.
In details, the new model will help us to find out such results as follows, they
are:
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a) Under the condition of meeting the stochastic container demand as much as it
can, how many empty containers are reasonable at any source at any decision
period?
b) What is the reposition solution at any source at any decision moment?

That is,

what is the activity made at the decision moment for a specific source such as
whether to outbound or inbound and how many?
c) How much cost is caused by empty container allocation at any source at any
decision period?
d) How many containers and how much cost of shortage, redundancy,
replenishment and lost at any source at any decision period?
e) How much is the total system cost?
Hence, combining with the main thoughts of MDP, this paper tries to find out a
empty container repositioning solution between sources of container leasing
company at a certain continuous period time, so as to make the entire container
network more efficient and lowest cost on the basis of meeting the demand as much
as it can.
Otherwise, the EXCEL tool plays a vital role in establishing the optimum
simulation model due to its advanced programming function, for instance “ linear
program ”, “ zero one variable ” and random simulation etc,. Good using of such
tools and methods can simplify a complex systematic problem like empty container
repositioning, and gain the final optimum result.

At the same time, EXCEL tool

provides a concise platform for optimization work, let user to modify, replenish, test
the model you makes and upgrade data etc,. as well as offering some useful reports
and information.

It is a great help for user to enjoy the whole process of model

establishing.

3.3 Model establishing and solving
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3.3.1 Assumption
a) All containers mentioned hereto are 40’ general-purpose containers.
b) An empty container must finish the process from repositioning to being used and
finally returning in the same decision period.
c) Demand of each source should be met as much as it can, and such demand can
not be delayed to the next decision period.
d) If the demand will not be met fully through repositioning, sources can replenish
new containers in the same decision period and the number is not limited.
Leasing containers from outside is not taken into considered here.
e) The model established here is cost-oriental.

That is, the final goal is to find the

optimum cost of the entire empty container repositioning system rather than to
achieve best profit.
f)

The model only considers five types of cost, they are inbound/outbound
transport cost, income lost, opportunity cost, container loss cost, replenishment
cost.

Other cost like repair cost, depreciation etc, are beyond consideration.

g) The determination of several prices like freight ratio, new container price and
leasing ratio etc, are not changeable by time and sources.
3.3.2 Denotation
i

A certain decision period

j

A certain source

n

The total number of decision periods

N

The total number of sources

Di
j
Qi
j
Qi
j

Demand at a certain source at a certain decision period
Empty container number at a certain source at a certain decision period
shortage

Empty container shortage number at a certain source at a certain
decision period

C income

Average income loss from container shortage
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Q i redundancy Empty container redundant number at a certain source at a certain
j

decision period
C opportunity

Average opportunity cost from container redundancy

Q i replenidhment Empty container replenish number at a certain source at a certain
j

decision period
C replensiment

Average replenish cost from container replenishment

Q i loss

Empty container loss number at a certain source at a certain decision

j

period
C loss

Average container loss cost from container damage and loss

Lactual
j-j

The actual distance between each source

Pfreight

The average freight ratio between each sources

F actual
j-j

The freight charge between each sources

Lvalid
j-j

The farthest distance of a empty container move in certain decision
period

Avalid
j-j

Whether two sources can reposition empty container to/from each
other or not in certain decision period

di

j-j inbound

The number of empty containers inbound repositioned from certain
source to another in certain decision period

di

j-j

outbound

The number of empty containers outbound repositioned from certain
source to another in certain decision period

C i

The reposition cost from certain source to another in certain decision

j-j

period
C

total reposition

Total empty container repositioning cost including inbound and
outbound

C total

System optimum cost of such problem

3.3.3 Model establishing
D ij

the value is random number, using he Excel “RAND（）* 1000 ” to
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simulated or estimated by leasing company’s experience and historical data
D ij

-

Q ij

，if value is positive

Q ij shortage =

⑴
0

C income =

， if value is negative

container average leasing ratio per day * days in a decision period

C total income = ∑ Q ij

shortage *

C income

Q ij

-

⑵

D ij

，if value is positive

Q ij redundancy =

⑶
0

C opportunity =

0.8

*

C total redundancy = ∑Q ij
Qi
j

C

replenishment

replensiment

, if value is negative

C income

redundancy * C opportunity

⑷

is a decision variable and can be figured out by programming

= a new 40’GP price / average using life ( 10 years ) / 365 * days in a

decision period
C total replenishment = ∑Q ij
Q ij

loss the

replenishment *

C replensiment

⑸

value is random number , using he Excel “RAND（）* 10 ” to simulated

or estimated by leasing company’s experience and historical data
C loss = C replensiment
C total loss = ∑Q nNij

loss *

1
Avalid
j-j

， Lvalid
j-j

⑹

≥

L actual
j-j

=

⑺
0

F actual
j-j

C loss

= L actual
j-j

， Lvalid
j-j
* Pfreight

＜

Lactual
j-j
⑻
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di

j-j inbound

di

outbound

j-j

are two important decision variables and can be figured

out by programming
Q ij

Q i-1
j

=

+ （ d ij-1 ibound * A valid
j-1

. . . + d ij-j inbound * A valid
j-j
. . . . . . + d ij-j

A valid
+
j-2

C ij-j = （
C total reposition
C total =

d ij-j
= 0.5

)—

x

d ij-1outbound * A valid
+d
j-1

(

outbound * A

inbound +

+ d ij-2 inbound * A valid
j-2

valid

j-j

) + Q ij

d ij-joutbound ）*

replenishment

+

...

i
*
j-2outbound

- Q ij

loss

F actual
j-j

⑼

⑽

∑ C ij-j

⑾

C total reposition + C total loss + C total redundancy +

C total replenishment

+ C total income

⑿

The solving steps of this model :
a) Based on real situation of container leasing company , insert data including
n、N、 D、C income, C opportunity, C replenishment, C loss, Lactual
j-j
b)

Using “ RAND() ” to simulate

D i and
j

Qi
j

, Pfreight , L valid
j-j
at random, or to predict

depending on the leasing company’s experience and historical data
c)

Through formula ⑺ to gain Avalid
j-j

d)

Thinking d i

jj-j

inbound ,

d i

, through formula ⑻ to gain F actual
j-j
i
outbound , Q
replenishment as the decision variables,

j-j
j
i
≥ D as the restriction , C total as the target value , to minimize the C total ,
j
,d i
and Q i
and achieve d i
j-j inbound
j-j outbound
j

Qi
j

e)

Through formula⑴⑵ to gain C total income , through formula⑶⑷ to gain
C total redundancy , through formula⑸ to gain C total replenishment , through formula⑹ to
gain C total loss

f)

Through formula⑽⑾ to gain C total reposition

g)

Through formula⑿ to gain target value C total
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Chapter 4 Implication of the simulation model of
empty container repositioning of container leasing
company
Through company visit and data collection of container leasing company “T”, I
have acquired following information, and will make the implication analysis of the
established simulation model depending on such case.

4.1 Parameter determine
4.1.1 Determination of the length of decision period
Base on the real situation of container leasing company, the length of decision
period should not be too long because that will make the problem more complicated
with many variables, and should also not be too short due to the characteristic of the
ocean shipping schedule.

Hence, to take the weekly service of liner shipping

company and 15 days’ leading time of empty container into consideration, combing
with 10 to 15 days of full-loaded container to be empty, I decide the length of
decision period to be 30 days and the number of decision periods are 6. During this
period of time, an empty container has the enough time to finish the entire process
from repositioning to being used and finally returning.

It is also sufficient if

purchasing new containers to replenish.
4.1.2 Determination of N , L valid
, Pfreight , F actual
j-j
j-j
According to the container leasing company “ T ”, N = 5 .
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L valid
=
j-j
Distance（mile）

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Source 5

Source 1

0

2100

1400

1700

400

Source 2

2100

0

2000

1800

1700

Source 3

1400

2000

0

2300

1300

Source 4

1700

1800

2300

0

1200

Source 5

400

1700

1300

1200

0

Table 1 Distance between different sources

Pfreight = 4 RMB / mile.FEU
F

actual

j-j =

Freight（RMB/TEU） Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Source 5

Source 1

0

8400

5600

6800

1600

Source 2

8400

0

8000

7200

6800

Source 3

5600

8000

0

9200

5200

Source 4

6800

7200

9200

0

4800

Source 5

1600

6800

5200

4800

0

Table 2 Freight between different source

valid

valid

4.1.3 Determination of L j-j , A j-j
valid

Lj-j = 2000miles
valid

Aj-j

=

Valid or not

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Source 5

Source 1

0

0

1

1

1

Source 2

0

0

1

1

1

Source 3

1

1

0

0

1

Source 4

1

1

0

0

1

Source 5

1

1

1

1

0

Table 3 Container valid allocation of different sources

4.1.4 Determination of D o , C income , C opportunity , C replensiment , C loss
j
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D 0 = 600FEUs
j

C income = 2 * 8 * 30 = 480RMB/FEU
C opportunity = 0.8 * C income = 384RMB/FEU
C replensiment = 3200 * 8 / 10 / 365 * 30 = 210RMB/FEU
C loss = C replensiment

4.2 Model solving and implication
Regarding d i

, d i outbound, Q ireplenishment as the decision
j-j inbound
j-j
j
variables , Q i ≥ D i as the restriction, C total as the target value, to minimize the
j
j
C total , and achieve d i inbound , d i outbound and Q i , they are :
j-j
j-j
j
Moment 1

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Source 5

Outbound No

Outbound cost

Source 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 3

0

0

0

0

93

93

483291

Source 4

0

111

0

0

0

111

799075

Source 5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Inbound No

0

111

0

0

93

Inbound cost

0

799075

0

0

483291

Table 4 Empty container allocation solution of decision moment 1

Moment 2

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Source 5

Outbound No

Outbound cost

Source 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 4

0

56

0

0

0

56

401944

Source 5

0

0

22

0

0

22

115480

Inbound No

0

56

22

0

0

Inbound cost

0

401944

115480

0

0

Table 5 Empty container allocation solution of decision moment 2
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Moment 3

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Source 5

Outbound No

Outbound cost

Source 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 5

0

0

23

0

0

23

119971

Inbound No

0

0

23

0

0

Inbound cost

0

0

119971

0

0

Table 6 Empty container allocation solution of decision moment 3

Moment 4

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Source 5

Outbound No

Outbound cost

Source 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 2

58

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 5

0

0

228

0

0

228

1183842

Inbound No

0

0

228

0

0

Inbound cost

0

0

1183842

0

0

Table 7 Empty container allocation solution of decision moment 4

Moment 5

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Source 5

Outbound No

Outbound cost

Source 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 2

19

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 3

0

0

0

0

151

151

784764

Source 4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Inbound No

0

0

0

0

151

Inbound cost

0

0

0

0

784764

Table 8 Empty container allocation solution of decision moment 5
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Moment 6

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Source 5

Outbound No

Outbound cost

Source 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 2

23

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 3

0

0

0

0

377

377

1961317

Source 4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source 5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Inbound No

0

0

0

0

377

Inbound cost

0

0

0

0

1961317

Table 9 Empty container allocation solution of decision moment 6

Q i =
j

Period

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Source 5

Sum

Container

1

900

816

507

626

704

3553

number of

2

900

872

918

570

763

4023

each

3

900

896

941

615

941

4293

sources at

4

900

896

1169

615

713

4293

any

5

900

896

1018

788

864

4466

decision

6

900

896

641

788

1241

4466

period

7

0

8

0

Table 10 Empty container storage number of each source at any decision period

C total income = 0, C total redundancy = ¥2,624,772, C total loss = 0, C total replenishment = ¥307,875

C total reposition = ¥5,849,684

C total = ¥ 8,782,331
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Chapter 5 Summary and conclusion
5.1 Paper summary and conclusion
This paper is a systematical analysis of empty container repositioning problem of
container leasing company.

From the beginning of discussing the reasons and

solutions of such problem, to study the characteristics and cost structure of empty
container allocation and at the last two chapters to establish a proper and useful
simulation model through combining the MDP and practical condition with using the
EXCEL tool, then to make a implication analysis.

The main conclusions are

following:
a) The total system cost is 8,782,331RMB under the restriction of Q i ≥ D i , but
j

j

if we take this restriction out of consideration, the total system cost will decrease to
8,062,699RMB.

That means, from the viewpoint of economy, container leasing

companies do not need to replenish many new containers in order to meet the
demand of one decision period if the market share is constant, the better way is to
properly buy a number of new containers and put them into the optimum solution.
Because although the new containers can meet the current period demand, but they
will cause more redundancy and opportunity cost in the following periods.
b)

To compare Q i and D i , I find that under the condition of all demand is
j

j

meet of each sources at any decision period, the number of empty container of some
sources are a bit more than the demand, it seems to be unnecessary. In fact, it is
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very important to do like that, because not all the sources can transfer the empty
containers to each other.

For example, it is permitted to transfer empty container

from A to B, and B to C, but A to C is not admitted.

So if we want to transfer empty

container from A to C, we could transfer them to B at former decision period and
transfer to C at current decision period. In real-life, such activity is reasonable and
often happens.
c) To compare C income, C

opportunity,

C

replensiment,

I find that it is unreasonable to

purchase many new containers to meet the demand while the purchase price is low.
Because such new container will be costly in the following periods, and maybe offset
or even surpass the profit from meeting demand.
The simulation model established for container leasing company is a adjustable,
extendable, concise and easy-understanding.

However, there are some deficiencies

in this paper. For instance, some of the assumptions are serious and tough, and they
are hard to carry out in real life.

Otherwise, only five main types of cost are taken

into consideration, and other cost like depreciation or repair is ignored.

And the

most important point is that due to the limitation of EXCEL tool, the variables
number is eight at most, such constrain will probably affect the model’s availability
and range.

5.2 Future research
Due to my limited knowledge and experience, this paper has some deficiencies
and future research direction.

For example, model here only take the 40’GP

container into consideration, and different types and sizes container could be looked
into in the following research.

Also, future research could extend the cost limitation

here to include more types of cost in the model.

Otherwise, the price factor here is

severely restricted, and this is also a future research direction.
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